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General Directions
1. Write your EXAMINATION NUMBER in this space:
2. WRITE ALL ANSWERS INTO THIS ANSWER BOOK.
THERE ARE TWO SECTIONS IN THIS EXAMINATION
Section One: Listening Comprehension
All questions must be answered.
Section Two: Reading Comprehension and Written Exercise
All questions must be answered.

For the Superintendent only

For the Examiner only
1. Section I Total (Listening Comprehension).

CENTRE
CENTRE STAMP
STAMP

2. Section II Total (Reading and Written).

3. Total mark awarded.
Note: The mark in row 3 must equal the mark in the
Móriomlán box above.
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Section 1 - Listening Comprehension (20 minutes, 35 marks)
Questions must be answered in English.
1.

Introductions

Listen to these people introduce themselves. Answer the questions in the boxes provided. You will
hear each person twice.
(a)

Charlotte:

Age:

City:

(b)

Étienne:

Age:

City:

(c)

Odile:

Age:

City:

2.

Telephone Numbers

Listen to the following two conversations. Answer the questions by putting a tick () in the box
beside the correct telephone number. Each conversation will be played twice.
First Conversation
Nicole’s telephone number is:



06 11 27 08 60



06 34 16 29 05



06 50 19 01 72

Second Conversation
The man’s telephone number is:
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03 86 37 25 12



03 13 22 04 28



03 77 91 57 05

3.

Likes and Dislikes

Listen to Isabelle talking about the types of films she likes and dislikes. Then tick () the
appropriate boxes to show what she likes and does not like. The conversation will be played three
times, the second time with pauses.
LIKES

DISLIKES

Adventure
Action
Comedies
Documentaries
Horror
Science Fiction

4.

Talking about a Holiday

Listen to the following conversation between Daniel and Catherine. Tick the correct answers in the
boxes provided. The conversation will be played twice.
Which country did Daniel visit in July?
(a)

Germany.

(b)

Italy.

(c)

England.

(a)

By plane.

(b)

By boat.

(c)

By train.

(a)

Went to a football match.

(b)

Went to a museum.

(c)

Went to a theme park.

How did he travel there?

What did he do while he was there?
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5.

Asking for Directions

Listen to the two conversations in which people ask for directions. In each case, write down where
the speaker wishes to go and choose the correct set of directions by putting (a), (b) or (c) in the box
provided. Each conversation will be played twice.
(a)

First Conversation

Where does the man wish to go?
_______________________________________________________________________________
The directions are:
(a)

Turn left, and it’s opposite the cathedral.

(b)

Take the second street on the right, and it’s on the left.

(c)

Take the third street on the left, and it’s next to the post office.

(b)

Second Conversation

Where does the woman wish to go?
_______________________________________________________________________________
The directions are:
(a)

Go straight ahead, and then take the second street on the right.

(b)

Turn right, and then take the third street on the left.

(c)

Go straight ahead, and it’s at the end of the street.

6.

Looking for a Classroom

Listen to this conversation. Write your answers in the spaces provided. This conversation will be
played twice.
(a)

Which subject do Joseph and Florence have next?
_________________________________________________________________________

(b)

On which floor is the classroom?
_________________________________________________________________________

(c)

What time is it now, according to Joseph?
_________________________________________________________________________
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7.

Making a Reservation

You will hear this conversation three times, the second time with pauses after each section. Answer
the following questions.
(a)

Which type of room does the caller want to book? (Tick the correct box)
A room with one bed

A room with two beds

A room with three beds

A family room

(b)

For how many nights does the caller want to stay?

___________________________

(c)

Will the caller have breakfast in the hotel every day?

___________________________

(d)

What question does the caller ask about the hotel? (Tick the correct box)
Where is the car-park?

Does the hotel have a lift?

Is Wi-Fi free in the hotel?

Is smoking allowed?

(e)

Write down the caller’s name.

8.

At the Train Station

____

____

____

____

____

____

Éric is buying a train ticket. Listen to the conversation and fill in the table below. You will hear the
conversation three times, first right through, the second time with pauses, and finally straight
through again.

Single or return ticket:
Destination:
First or second class:
Cost of the ticket:
Time the next train leaves:
Platform number:

END OF LISTENING TEST
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Section 2 - Reading Comprehension and Written Exercise
(40 minutes, 30 marks)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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If you wanted to find the shops, which of the following signs would you look for? Put
a, b or c in the box provided.
(a)

TOILETTES

(b)

HARICOTS

(c)

MAGASINS

If you wanted to find the waiting room in a train station, which of the following signs
would you look for? Put a, b or c in the box provided.
(a)

DÉFENSE DE FUMER

(b)

SALLE D’ATTENTE

(c)

CONSIGNE AUTOMATIQUE

If you wanted to find Belgium on a map, which of the following words would you look
for? Put a, b or c in the box provided.
(a)

BELGIQUE

(b)

ALLEMAGNE

(c)

LUXEMBOURG

If you wanted to find a beach, which of the following signs would you look for? Put a,
b or c in the box provided.
(a)

PISCINE

(b)

GARE

(c)

PLAGE

If you wanted to find a plumber in the telephone directory, which of the following
words would you look for? Put a, b or c in the box provided.
(a)

MÉCANCIEN

(b)

PLOMBIER

(c)

ÉLECTRICIEN

6.

Read the menu below, then answer the questions in the spaces provided.

LE CLOCHER PENCHÉ

MENU À 30 €
SALADE DE LÉGUMES
SOUPE DE POISSON
PÂTÉ DE CANARD
******
RÔTI D’AGNEAU
SAUMON GRILLÉ
LAPIN À LA MOUTARDE
******
TARTE AUX POMMES
FRUITS DE SAISON
CRÈME CARAMEL
RÉSERVATIONS RECOMMENDÉES

(a)

Write down the name of one starter in French. Then give its English meaning.
Name of starter in French:
English meaning:

__________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

(b)

Write down, in English, one meat/fish dish on the menu:

(c)

Write down, in English, one dessert on the menu: _________________________________

(d)

What is recommended?
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__________________________

_____________________________________________________

7.

Read the following advertisement for a wine museum, then answer the questions in English.

MUSÉE DU VIN & DU NÉGOCE
41, rue Borie, 33300 Bordeaux

Venez voir l’histoire des vins de Bordeaux et déguster
deux verres de vin à la fin de votre visite
HORAIRES D’OUVERTURE




Du 3 mars jusqu’au 25 novembre
10 heures à 18 heures
Fermé le jeudi

Pour les groupes : achetez les billets
à l’Office de Tourisme ou à la mairie.
Tarifs


Adultes :

7€



Enfants (jusqu’à 12 ans) : 4 €



Étudiants :

5€
Renseignements et réservations :
Tél. 05 56 90 19 13 ou www.mvnb.fr

(a)

In which French city would you find the Musée du Vin & du Négoce?
__________________________________________________________________________

(b)

On which day of the week is the museum closed?
__________________________________________________________________________

(c)

Name the two places where you can buy group tickets.
(i)

(d)

_______________________________

(ii)

_______________________________

How can you find out more information about this museum? (One detail)
__________________________________________________________________________
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8.

Read the following information about Romain Grosjean, a Formula One driver, and answer
the questions in English.

Romain Grosjean

(a)

Date de Naissance :

Le 17 avril, 1986

Lieu de Naissance :

Genève

Nationalité :

Suisse

Profession :

Pilote automobile (Formule 1)

Famille :

Il a un petit fils, Sacha.

Langues parlées :

Le français et l’allemand

Il aime :

La natation, l’eau minérale, et les motos

Il n’aime pas :

Les cravates, les chiens, et la musique jazz

What is Romain’s nationality?
__________________________________________________________________________

(b)

Give one detail about his family.
__________________________________________________________________________

(c)

Apart from French, what other language can Romain speak?
__________________________________________________________________________

(d)

Name two things that Romain likes.
(i) ________________________________ (ii) __________________________________
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9.

Fill in the Identity Card for this French person. Your answers should be in French.
Sylvie Marchand was born in Rennes on the 9th May, 1989. She is a teacher.

Nom :
Prénom :
Date de Naissance :
Lieu de Naissance :
Occupation :

10.

Read the following passage and fill in the blanks from the list given.

Je m'appelle Laure et j’ ______________ dix-neuf ans. Le ______________ matin
je vais en ville toujours. En général, je vais à la ______________ et j’achète du
pain. Ensuite, je vais souvent à la bibliothèque pour choisir des ______________ .
J’aime ______________ du shopping.

livres

faire

samedi

END
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ai

boulangerie
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